“That’s What Science Is, All This Data:” Coding Data Visualizations in Middle School Science Classrooms
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ABSTRACT
In this experience report, we describe the Investigating Air Quality curriculum unit that integrates computational data practices with science learning in middle school science classrooms. The unit is part of the Coding Science Internship instructional model, designed to broaden access to computer science (CS) learning through scalable integration in core science courses, and through confronting barriers to equitable participation in STEM. In this report, we describe the core features of the unit and share preliminary findings and insights from student experiences in 13 science classrooms. We discuss affordances and challenges for student learning of computational data practices in formal science classrooms, and conclude with emerging recommendations for instructional designers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computing education: Computational thinking; K-12 education; Model curricula; • Applied computing → Interactive learning environments; • Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and tools.
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2 PROJECT BACKGROUND
2.1 Theoretical foundations
This paper focuses on student experiences with an instructional unit that integrates computational data practices into core middle school science classrooms, designed for students and teachers who have little or no prior programming experience. The instructional model is designed to immerse students (Grades 6-8) in a discourse-rich simulated internship (e.g., [46]) that mirrors the collaborative and computational work of practicing scientists. This model aims to offer a more inclusive representation of CS work [9, 51, 57]; and position coding in service of addressing real-world problems to counter negative perceptions of CS endeavors as limited in value [1, 9, 21, 37]. Through the simulated internship format, our pedagogical framework grounds Mitch Resnick’s coding to learn approach to CS education [41] in situative learning theories and, in particular, the construct of legitimate peripheral participation (LPP, [32]). Coding to learn, in which learning is contextually embedded in authentic tasks, is well-aligned with situative theories, which posit that knowledge is constructed through activity and in relation to others—thus, learning is “situated” in the activity, context, and community in which it occurs [16]. The simulated internship model is therefore designed to encourage student progression along a trajectory from peripheral to more central participation in the practice of computational data processing.
2.2 Interdisciplinary Partnerships

The Investigating Air Quality unit is one of two 10-lesson units developed through the Coding Science Internships project. This project leverages a long-standing partnership between the Lawrence Hall of Science and Amplify Education, which has produced Amplify Science, a comprehensive K-8 science program currently in use across the US. The two units are designed to ultimately be incorporated into the Amplify Science curriculum, positioning them for broad uptake in science classrooms. In addition, the curriculum design team worked closely with Jacob Duke, a district lead in a western US state with extensive experience implementing CS learning experiences, who provided a practitioner lens during development and supported participant recruitment.

2.3 Instructional context and study sample

Drawing on the principles of design-based research [3, 10], the unit was iteratively piloted for two years with over 175 students in 7 class sections in two western states. We then revised the unit for broad implementation and conducted research trials with 13 middle school science classrooms in two states during the 2020-21 school year. Critically, the unit was designed before the COVID-19 pandemic and was thus created for in-person instruction. Given the pivot to remote learning in participating districts, we adapted the instructional materials and professional learning resources to enable remote implementation. We also provided ongoing support (through email, text) and weekly “office hours” for teachers during the research trials to respond to emerging questions or any technical issues that arose during research trial implementation.

Analysis of data about student learning gains (reported in Section 4.1), reflects the sample of n=478 students who participated in the revised (2020-21) version of the unit and who completed both pre- and post- versions of the Assessment of Computational Thinking (for background on items, see [47]; for technical report on evidence for measurement validity, see [54]). Insights into student experiences (Sections 4.2-4.4) are drawn from observations during the piloting phase and from semi-structured teacher interviews conducted with each of the 13 teachers shortly after they implemented the revised unit.

3 CURRICULUM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Overview and Instructional Goals

In the Investigating Air Quality unit, students inhabit the role of data science interns to work with a large US air quality dataset, and use a custom visual programming environment (VPE, Data Studio) to query, filter, explore, and create visualizations of the data that communicate information about air quality. Students work together to create and critique their code by testing code against expected outcomes. The national scope of the dataset enables place-based customization of instruction as students investigate air quality in their own community and compare it to other regions. Throughout the unit, students deepen their understanding of the science concepts related to air quality as well as basic coding concepts needed to create data visualizations from large datasets. Students also gain experience in data analysis and interpretation as they scrutinize the visualizations they create to make recommendations for improving air quality in specific locations. In order to promote the integration of CS into science, we developed a build of learning goals (Figure 1) that frames learning within the practice of contemporary computational science. Learning goals were developed through analysis and integrative interpretation of CS and science standards [11, 48], drawing on insights from literature about engaging students in computational data practices [14, 34, 35, 55]. The learning goals were iteratively refined during unit development in collaboration with leads and educators in partner districts. Additionally, students practice collaboration skills throughout the unit as they engage in pair programming to complete coding tasks, analyze and evaluate different coded solutions, and critique and improve their code.

1. Scientists generate and organize data in ways that allow them to use computers to analyze and interpret the data.
   - Scientists need to understand the real-world phenomena being investigated to determine which data should be collected, as well as when, where, and how data should be collected.
   - Scientists generate large amounts of data about phenomena by measuring things in different places over time.
   - Scientists organize their data into datasets using the variables they care about, which allows the data to be analyzed and interpreted.

2. Scientists can use coding to analyze large datasets to reveal patterns and relationships between variables. They can reuse and/or slightly modify code to create and critique different visualizations to answer different questions or answer questions in different ways.

3. Scientists often need to employ additional coding moves in order to reveal patterns. For example:
   - To specify which data to include in analysis and visualization
   - To organize data
   - To perform a mathematical operation

Figure 1: Build of learning goals in the Investigating Air Quality Coding Science Internship curriculum unit

3.2 Core curricular features

3.2.1 Real-world problems to motivate learning. The curriculum builds on our previous and ongoing work [17, 31], in which CS and science concepts are situated within a problem context that connects those concepts to compelling, real-world problems. Situating learning in a problem context enables students to move beyond receptive knowledge “for school” (I know something important in science class) to productive knowledge (I can explain something of significance in the broader world). This, in turn, fosters a more expansive and inclusive epistemic and discursive repertoire that can promote broader, more equitable participation in STEM [2, 5, 7, 8]. The dataset is derived from one year of air quality index (AQI) monitoring data from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The massive size of the air quality dataset authentically motivates the need for computational data practices to enable data analysis and interpretation. Students analyze the AQI dataset and code data visualizations using the Data Studio VPE: they identify locations with air quality concerns, determine which pollutant(s) are problematic, and evaluate whether the problem is occasional or perennial. Students read about actions that places around the world
have taken to reduce levels of specific air pollutants, and then make recommendations for how to address air quality concerns in the US locations identified through their computational data analysis.

3.2.2 “Thinking in rows” to build understanding of dataset structure.
To support student understanding of how data may be structured to enable computational analysis, we developed instructional strategies that invite students to “think in rows.” While data tables are familiar representations in middle school science classrooms, their structure is typically “wide” (fewer rows and many columns) rather than “tall” (many rows and fewer columns), because the role of the data table is usually to communicate or organize information from smaller datasets, rather than to support computational analysis or visualization of large datasets. Since a “tall” dataset structure is more amenable (e.g., [22, 42, 52]) to “data moves” [14] for analyzing, visualizing, and interpreting data, we structured the AQI dataset in this way, such that each row represents a single AQI case, or observation for a given week, specific location, and pollutant; and each column represents a data variable (e.g., AQI value, week number, location city name). Figure 2 shows screenshots of instructional resources used in conjunction with whole-class and pair discussions to help students “think in rows,” to understand: (1) how the dataset is structured into rows (cases) and columns (variables); and (2) how the variable code blocks (the blue hexagons) are derived from data table columns and instruct the computer to conduct specific data moves that permit analysis and visualization. This deeper understanding of dataset structure is intended to support students in visualizing what control structures in their code are instructing the computer to do. For example, students build understanding of how Boolean operators in code can instruct a computer to filter the dataset through use of three code blocks in the VPE: INCLUDE DATA IF (a natural language analogue of the traditional filter command), AND, and OR. Students’ conceptual understanding of Boolean logic builds off their work with “thinking in rows:” as they make sense of the structure of the air quality dataset, they begin to understand and develop facility with Boolean operators that enable them to specify which rows to include in order to code a data visualization that answers a given question.

When a student is figuring out how to code a graph that will show data for a specific city and a specific pollutant, they can visualize the rows of the data table and use the natural language in the Boolean operator blocks for support. In this way, students can imagine the computer “grabbing” only rows that include both the city name and the pollutant name they are interested in. Using the language of the block, a student might reason “I want to tell the computer to include data if the row contains [city where student lives] AND PM 2.5.” “Thinking in rows” also helps students to synthesize the variables in the dataset into cases, making what is very abstract to students more concrete, connected, and understandable. In one activity, students talk with a partner and describe a single row in a sentence, including each variable in their description. For example, a student would describe the row in Figure 2 as “In week 29, in Phoenix, Arizona (where the latitude is 33.56 and the longitude is -112.07) the AQI for ozone was 151.”

3.2.3 Multimodal and “unplugged” engagement to support conceptual depth. To support conceptual understanding of foundational data practices, the curriculum included multimodal [25] activities, including kinesthetic, unplugged activities [23], open-ended coding tasks, comparative worked examples, and discourse routines that support sensemaking and debugging. Student engagement with this multimodal interactive pedagogical approach is described below to illustrate students’ conceptual engagement with Boolean logic.

Kinesthetic activity. Leveraging students’ familiarity with playing cards, this activity creates a class playing card “dataset,” where each student contributes information about three card variables: suit, color, and number. Students begin by moving to the outer edges of the classroom with their playing card and the accompanying “row” of playing card data that specifies the playing card attributes for each variable. The instructional resources include large whiteboard code blocks that employ Boolean operators to instruct students to move to the center of the classroom if their data is “true” for the given code sequence (e.g., INCLUDE DATA IF suit = hearts AND number <5). The class enacts multiple rounds of code sequences, including several sequences designed to address confusion we observed in pilots about interpreting AND and OR. For example, students discover that AND returns fewer results compared with OR by enacting scenarios where the results yield highly pronounced differences (e.g., INCLUDE DATA IF color = red AND color = black results in no students in the center of the room, whereas swapping AND for OR results in all students in the center of the room).

![Figure 2: Example instructional resources to help students “think in rows.”](image-url)
Coding tasks. Students apply their understanding of Boolean logic from the playing card activity to code a series of data visualizations that answer questions about air quality for specific locations and/or pollutants. Student work in Data Studio is supported by the Critiquing Code discourse routine and tasks that highlight commonly observed learner misconceptions with Boolean logic (see 3.2.4). A VPE-embedded visual “block glossary” also provides real-time support for understanding how Boolean operators interact with the data table and offers an example of a resultant data visualization from their use in code (see glossary entry for the AND block in Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Visual block glossary example for the AND block](image)

3.2.4 “Critiquing Code” to scaffold debugging practices and promote sensemaking. Resonating with insights from the field highlighting the importance of scaffolding debugging processes [28], pilot testing pointed to the importance of: (1) providing students with opportunities to critically examine code; and (2) explicitly supporting students’ metacognitive capacity to interrogate the observed outcomes of algorithms against intended outcomes. Critiquing code supports students in the important practice of testing and refining computational artifacts [11] to debug code that doesn’t work as expected, and to revise or adapt algorithms in response to shifting applications (e.g., to code a data visualization that answers a different question).

Instructional materials supported student engagement with critiquing code in two ways. First, a Critiquing Code discourse routine (Figure 4, top) accompanies pair programming activities and whole-class sensemaking discussions to provide explicit, structured support for evaluating coded solutions for data analysis in terms of both the code and the science goals of the analysis. The goal of the Critiquing Code routine is to help students see a computational artifact, like a graph produced in Data Studio, as executed code, and be able to ascribe particular features of the graph as resulting from specific elements in a given code sequence. Second, students interact with a series of Critiquing Code tasks in Data Studio (Figure 4, bottom) in which they run two preconstructed algorithms that address the same data analysis question, then use the discourse routine to compare the resulting graphs and discuss their affordances or limitations for effectively addressing the question. The Critiquing Code tasks were designed to target CS and science concepts identified in pilot testing as challenging for students, warranting additional sensemaking through focused worked examples that can support novice learners [49].

![Figure 4: The Critiquing Code discourse routine (top) and an example Critiquing Code task in Data Studio (bottom)](image)

4 INSIGHTS FROM STUDENT EXPERIENCES

4.1 Evidence of learning gains

Participating students demonstrated significant learning gains on an external measure of computational thinking [54] administered prior to and immediately after instruction. A paired samples t-test of performance on the CT measure for n=478 students (see Section 2.3 for further description) revealed that the mean score for students who participated in the 10-lesson/8-hour unit increased by .401*** on the 8pt measure of CT (effect size=0.214). While this is a small effect, we note the brief duration of the intervention and that it was observed in the midst of a pandemic and the unexpected pivot to remote implementation it required. We also examined science learning through a 2-item assessment task administered with the pre/post surveys. On this internally-developed assessment of the science content, we saw significant learning gains, with the mean score for participating students increasing by 0.199 on the 2pt scale (effect size=0.27). While further study is needed to evaluate validity evidence for the science content measure, these initial findings suggest that the unit is contributing to both CT and science learning. In the following sections, we present insights...
from our mixed methods study (see Section 2.3) to shed light on the nature of these observed learning gains, and to explore ways in which instructional elements may be contributing to content learning and dispositional outcomes.

4.2 Conceptual engagement with Boolean logic

Given their critical role in computational data processing, learning experiences invested considerable time in helping students develop a conceptual understanding of Boolean operators and how to apply them to query and filter massive data sets. Given the need to pivot to remote learning with the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic just prior to research trials, the instructional activities supporting student understanding of Boolean logic were significantly modified: the whole-class kinesthetic playing card activity was instead enacted through a video conferencing context that significantly curtailed student engagement with the Criticalizing Code discourse routine and collaborative pair programming. Data from pilots and research trial implementation suggest that Boolean logic was unfamiliar and conceptually challenging for students, but was ultimately an area where students experienced growth in understanding and ability to make sense of code. Nearly all teachers identified the playing card activity as particularly valuable for building student dexterity using Boolean operators in algorithms. Teachers, like the one quoted below, often framed this progress as enabling students to think from the perspective of a computer: "I feel like it gave them the vantage point of following the instructions, with them being sort of the machine [to] understand what was going on, on the other side of the screen... like inside the program. Once they got to sort of act as the computer... then they were able to understand. Right after [the playing card activity], there was way more success with it."

Another theme we observed related to student learning of Boolean logic was that the instructional unit was seen by many teachers as promoting "productive struggle," where students persisted through challenge and felt proud of their work. As one teacher reported, "That felt like a good struggle, where a lot of the students were working through it, but also arriving at answers that they understood." Similarly, several teachers reported that students persisted through challenging content and leveraged instructional resources to advance their understanding. "It felt like this was a time when students were really making connections to the critiquing code [activities], but also struggling with the concept of 'AND' and 'OR'... That was a time when I felt like everyone was with me, but also struggling to get it."

As a component of productive struggle, teachers also identified the unplugged playing card activity with Boolean operators as promoting conceptual depth rather than simply procedural fluency. For example, one teacher reported that "The playing card activity, it was nice to put everything else aside and be like 'Let's just talk about 'AND' and 'OR', that concept, and let's play. It felt really accessible, and it felt like I was really teaching a new thing — to everyone — the kids who were already kind of like 'I know how to code already,' and the kids who were, you know, brand new... It's confusing, and it's tricky, and we worked on it together."

As suggested in the quote above, we also saw some evidence that it was this attention to conceptual depth over procedural fluency that helped level the playing field in classrooms of students with widely divergent prior experiences with programming. As one teacher noted, "Students who were completely new to coding made huge strides in understanding how a computer interprets code, as evidenced by their final explanations of their own work. Many students were a little nervous going into the unit but became more confident over time and began to think in a logical, stepwise manner." Analyses to better understand the contribution of particular instructional features to these and related outcomes are ongoing.

4.3 Locally Relevant Data Science Context

Air quality was the driving phenomenon for the unit under investigation. Given that the students participating in the study were residents of states where forest fires are a perennial problem, air quality was a highly relevant real-world problem that students had recent firsthand experience with. Teacher interviews and student work samples suggest that this deepened student experiences with the material and helped to motivate learning. Teachers regularly reported that students brought in their own lived experiences to classroom activities, connected their learning about the problem with actions they could take to address it, and took what they learned back into their lives and community. For example, when asked what about the instructional model was most important for their students' learning, sentiments similar to those of the following teacher were common: "I think that air quality is very immediate for especially kids in [this western US state] ... who have had school closed because [off] the wildfire smoke, maybe even had a family member that was evacuated, or they were evacuated at some point... I think that also what's nice about it is that there is actually a learning edge there also, because none of the kids could have labeled [smoke pollution] as PM 2.5... So it's like this thing where it feels important [and] it feels like they've had a real experience." While this indicates the value of local relevance for our sample, a limitation is that we have not studied the unit in regions that are less directly affected by air quality concerns. We also see considerable opportunity to better support students in interrogating the dataset to examine how socioeconomic class and systemic racism contribute to varying air quality across locations.

4.4 Understanding the Story of a Datum

The instructional materials included custom media and visual resources that introduced students to the creation and processing of "big data," and specifically to the story of a datum: how air quality data are produced through measurement of different pollutants by sensors positioned at specific locations, recorded in tabular data structures, and ultimately represented in data visualizations. Interviews with participating educators, as well as researchers' observations during classroom pilots echo findings [29, 30] that engagement with data analysis in middle school science classrooms is typically limited to small datasets, as opposed to large datasets characteristic of modern science, such as the AQI dataset used in this unit. In interviews, nearly all teachers noted that engagement with large, externally-sourced datasets was a novel experience for their students. They also stressed the value of such engagement as central to the practice of contemporary science and authentically motivating the need for computational data practices. As one teacher reported, "Seeing the long list of numbers [in the data tables] was really impressive for them, and for me... just like oh, it keeps scrolling and it
keeps growing! But we can organize it in a way ... this is what coders do, they take all these crazy numbers and they try to structure them. Being able to see that connection is really important, because that's what science is, all this data... and you have to present it to other people and make it make sense." Another teacher expressed that, "the vastness of data was a really cool aspect of this, being overwhelmed by that was cool, and connecting that to the real world and professionals using real data. And ... if it's a dataset that is too huge, looking at the whole thing is pretty useless until you process it."

Insights from teachers implementing the instructional unit suggest that conceptual scaffolding to connect the story of a datum and thinking in rows is critical to support student reasoning about data moves that enable analysis of large datasets, and the relationship of those moves to data visualization. Despite their lived experience with air pollution health concerns, several teachers commented that students were unfamiliar with how air pollution was measured or transformed into AQI, and noted the value of engaging their students in discussions about how the data were produced — from source to sensor to data table — to support student sensemaking and reasoning with data. In response to survey questions about their students' learning, a significant proportion of teachers identified understanding and interpreting graphs as important learning achievements: "the idea of a graph telling a whole story and a point telling part of a story, how to build code to create a graph, and how graphs help us make sense of a large dataset."

A few teachers also noted that some students experienced challenges in strategically planning an algorithm to produce a desired data visualization, and interpreting the resultant graphical representation to evaluate how well it answered a specific question. These interpretive challenges were more pronounced when students employed more complex data moves. In particular, the group by block in the Data Studio VPE can be used to create groups of data for a given variable (e.g., pollutant name, city name). One teacher commented that grouping data seemed "more abstract" for students, and during pilots, researchers observed that algorithms employing the group by block were more challenging for students to critique and debug. The conceptual challenges of grouping data intersected with students’ greater familiarity with graph types (e.g., bar, line) requiring data for a given variable to be grouped to avoid returning errors (e.g., that multiple y values exist for each x value). In other words, the visualizations students were most comfortable with were the most dependent on correctly implementing the group by functionality. Through tinkering and experimentation, students discovered that grouping data would address errors (or, in the case of scatter plots, clarify which points were associated with specific variable attributes), but their use of the group by block was more trial-and-error than intentional or strategic. Relatedly, several teachers shared that grouping data presented conceptual challenges for their students: "[for] students who struggle with graphing, it was hard to conceptualize the group by, and think like well, 'What is it making bars of, and is that answering your question?' So that [block] was the one I saw not always used appropriately by students." As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the core pedagogical supports for more sophisticated data moves like grouping data — the Critiquing Code discourse routine; structured collaboration and reflection during coding; kinesthetic and unplugged activities, and modeling with whiteboard code blocks — were significantly impacted by the pivot to remote instruction. Thus, further research is needed to examine the potential impact of these pedagogical supports.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In synthesizing across themes described in Section 4, we offer the following recommendations for instructional designers seeking to integrate computational data practices in science classrooms.

**Ground learning in real-world, locally-relevant contexts.** Engaging students in exploring and analyzing large datasets to make sense of locally-relevant, real-world phenomena affords opportunities to draw on their lived experiences and funds of knowledge [38] to motivate learning and support civic participation and critical discourse [40]. Further, such approaches can position CS and data science in service of addressing meaningful problems that matter beyond the walls of the classroom.

**Support understanding of dataset structure.** Large datasets must be structured in specific ways to enable computational analysis [52]. Yet, these dataset structures are uncommon in middle school science classrooms, and students need explicit support to attend to how data is organized to engage in data practices that can reveal relationships and patterns in the data [29, 30].

**Scaffold conceptual engagement with 'data moves.'** Our experiences point to the value of learning experiences that move beyond line-by-line procedural instruction toward deeper understanding of why particular procedures are instrumental for particular analyses or questions. We’ve found that this deeper, more conceptual understanding can be facilitated and made more accessible through iterative experiences with multiple learning modalities.

**Build facility with reasoning about data.** Insights from implementation highlight the importance of providing structured sensemaking opportunities across the story of a datum — a conceptual throughline from a datum collected in the real world to a row in a data table to a specific component of a data visualization resulting from data processing. This is particularly salient for student engagement with data practices that enable them to ask questions about large datasets, and communicate their understanding of data representations that answer those questions.
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